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Essays swami vivekananda a true patriot. Posted on sept. by. Part of the Indian independence movement and the
developing Indian nationalism.

He philosophy the youth to build up their character, and manifest their real nature, which is ever pure. Life is
nothing, death is nothing. Brownfield, Vivekananda had a profound influence on the development of the
twentieth century Indian political and social thought, and particularly his gospel of national self-assertion
found a rich soil in his native Bengal where the ground had already been prepared by the writings of Bankim
Chandra Chatterjee. These words of Rantideva in the Sreemad Bhaagavata represent the summum bonum of
the philosophy of life propounded by the Vedic seers and handed down to us through generations. In the latter
part of the year , a number of Santal labourers used to work in the Belur Math grounds. He becomes a leader
whom others try to emulate. I remember very well, Swamiji asked me to forge a mighty weapon out of the
bones of Bengali youths which can free India, said Sister Nivedita in a conversation with the famous patriots,
Brahmabandhav Upadhyaya and Ashwinikumar Dutta, in  Swamiji had immense faith and confidence in the
success of his mission. Hundreds of them embraced death and suffering during the struggle for independence.
How simple hearted and guileless they are! When plague and famine rocked Bengal in the last years of the last
century, Swami Vivekananda not only set relief centres whose management was placed in the hands of Sister
Nivedita as Secretary, but he himself went to live in the slums to inspire courage in the minds of the people
and cheer up his workers. I cannot bear the sight of them. He was the chief follower of Sri Ramakrishna
Paramahansa and later became the founder of Ramakrishna Mission. Do you feel that millions and millions of
the descendants of Gods and of sages have become next door neighbours to brutes? He was influenced by his
guru , Ramakrishna, from whom he learnt that all living beings were an embodiment of the divine self;
therefore, service to God could be rendered by service to mankind. In modern times, patriotism has
degenerated to chauvinism nationalism and jingoism. He really brought a reawakening of the Indian culture.
Has it made you almost mad? Strangely enough, he supported the Varna system as described in the Vedas. He
did not see any difference between a Veda or Koran or Bible. Nationalism, according to two recent theorists,
Benedict Anderson and Partha Chatterjee, is specifically a western idea which has been accepted by the rest of
the countries during the course of their independence. At the end of the long conversation, Panditji remarked
that he had come to discuss religion, but unfortunately the day was wasted in conversation on common place
matters. An actor vision the making. Even as a student, he was profoundly inspired by Bankim Chandras
Ananda Math. Long and Short Essay on Swami Vivekananda in English We have provided some paragraphs,
short essay and long essay on Swami Vivekananda to help students in successfully completing their tasks in
the school. Swamijis heart bled when he saw the sufferings of the poor. The patriotism of the reformer is
another noble form of virtue. Conclusion Swami Vivekananda was a great patriot and greatest spiritual figure
all over the country who wanted a real development, global spiritualism and peace in the world. After
Ramakrishna's death, Vivekananda toured the Indian subcontinent extensively and acquired first-hand
knowledge of the conditions prevailing in British India. According to J.


